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RSM India – “Building A Home-Grown World-Class Institution”

 
Background
RSM India has emerged as the 6th largest accounting, tax and consulting 
group in India over the past decade. RSM India is an independent member 
of RSM International network, ranked as the 6th largest global network 
with annual revenue of US$ 5.7 billion and presence in 120 countries. 

The Founder - Dr. Surana is a Chartered Accountant, a law graduate 
and Ph.D. in ‘Business Policy & Administration’. The Board of directors 
of RSM India include K. Chandrasekaran, Dr Ram Babu and Anup Rath, 
Engineers from IIT and MBAs. The IT systems assurance, global financial 
reporting, tax and transaction advisory practices are led by the other 
Board members.

RSM India has 1,800 personnel. The group is headquartered in Mumbai 
and has offices in 11 cities including New Delhi – NCR, Bangalore, Surat 
and Chennai.

RSM India – Key Growth Drivers
RSM India is driven by entrepreneurial zeal and the commitment to build 
a world-class home-grown institution. Client-centric approach, technical 
excellence and industry vertical focus are the pillars on which the 
enterprise is built. Leveraging Technology and Automation to improve 
client service and response time are crucial. IT Systems Assurance 
& Cybersecurity Practice and empanelment with CERT-In have been 
important milestones. The extensive application of Data Analytics, 
using in-house developed 700+ data analytics scrips for its risk advisory 
services, and the recent launch of BOT for GST are steps in this direction. 
Equally important is the focus on people and processes. RSM India is 
accredited with the Global quality standards including ISO 9001 and ISO 
27001. 

Learning & Research Culture
RSM India has a multi-disciplinary culture with professionals comprising of 
Chartered Accountants, Management Graduates, Engineers, Information 
Technology professionals, Company Secretaries and Data Scientists. 
“Learning & Research Culture” is considered key to survival and growth 
as we are witnessing massive changes in regulations, governance and 
technology. The “size and scale” have been overtaken by “agility and 
adaptability”. 
 
Core Service Areas

 � Internal audit and risk advisory
 � Tax – International and Indian
 � Transaction advisory & structuring
 � Financial process outsourcing
 � IT systems assurance and IT solutions

 � Operations consulting
 � Company law and legal support
 � GST – Advisory and Compliance
 � IFRS/ IND AS advisory

Favourable Environment 
RSM India Founder, Dr Suresh Surana, says “The Indian economy has 
been growing at an average annual rate of 6.7% for the past decade 
and is now the third largest economy in the world. Globalisation has 
promoted cross-border investment and India has led the global digital 
transformation. These factors created favourable tailwinds for us to 
achieve the growth”.

Dr. Suresh Surana
Founder
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